Chapter 4 Section 2: Culture and Society
Read pgs 96-101

Directions: As you read through this section, fill in the missing words in the outline.

1. How Society is Organized
   a. Society is a group of people that ____________________________
   b. ____________________________ is the most important social unit in society

A. Social Classes
   1. a person’s status, or ____________________________ is determined by their rank, wealth, ancestors, or education.
   2. In some cultures, it is ____________________________ to change social classes

B. Kinds of Families
   1. A nuclear family is ____________________________
   2. An extended family is ____________________________
   3. Older people are ____________________________ in extended families because they care for ____________________________, have knowledge and ____________________________, and they pass on ____________________________

2. Language
   A. The basis for culture
      1. All culture have a ____________________________
      2. Our language reflects the ____________________________ that are important in a culture.
      3. Language preserves shared ____________________________ and ____________________________
3. Religion

A. Cultural Influence

1. Religion is _________________________ in every culture

2. Religion can help people ____________________________ and guide ____________________________

3. Some religions have __________________________ gods and others have only __________________________

4. All religions have ________________________ and ________________________

5. Every religion __________________________, __________________________, celebrates and expects people to ____________________________ and behave ____________________________